In distributed database systems, it is desirable to allow read and write accesses to occur independently on replicated copies of database files in case of network partitions to increase availability. However, the system should detect mutual conflicts among the copies of the database files when sites from different partitions merge to form one partition. We present a timestampbased algorithm for the detection of both write-write and read-write conflicts for a single file in distributed databases when sites from different partitions merge. Our algorithm allows read and write operations to occur in different network partitions simultaneously. When the sites from two different partitions merge, the algorithm detects and resolves both read-write and write-write conflicts with the help of stored timestamps using some additional information. Once the conflicts have been detected, we propose some reconciliation steps for the resolution of conflicts to bring the file into some consistent state. Our algorithm does not take into account the semantics of the transactions while detecting and resolving conflicts. Our algorithm will be useful in real-time systems where timeliness of operations is more important than response time (delayed commit).
INTRODUCTION
Replication of database files is a key factor to improve availability in distributed systems [1, 2] . Replicated files at multiple sites permit accesses in the presence of some site failures or network partitions. This improves availability in a distributed environment. However, when file replication is there, replicated copies must behave like a single copy. That is, all the copies of the same logical file must make available the same current value. This value should be the logical value in terms of the transactions executed on different copies of the same file.
To our knowledge, several methods [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] have been proposed to enforce consistency of the database in case of network or site failures. Several of these methods permit database files to be accessed only in one partition. Many of these methods put restrictions on the execution of different transactions without guaranteeing that the data files can be accessed in at least one partition. Many of these algorithms handle only simple partitions (i.e. no multiple partitions) [10] . Most of these algorithms do not permit transactions to be backed out once they have been committed. Therefore, these protocols do not allow execution of conflicting transactions [1] . Thus, they guarantee the consistency of the database across the partitions by severely limiting availability.
In many real-time situations, it is desirable to keep the system functioning in the presence of some site failures or network partitions to increase availability. The operations may be allowed to execute independently in different partitions. However, the system will delay actual commit (i.e. the transfer of data to stable storage) until recovery is completed. This is because there is a possibility of backing out some of the transactions. Thus, the processing of transactions in each partition will be consistent. However, global inconsistencies across the partitions may occur. When the system is partitioned, each partition maintains the consistent data but cannot make sure that its operations do not conflict with the operations in the other partitions. In such cases, there are mainly two types of conflicting operations, namely read-write (R-W) and write-write (W-W) [1] , depending upon the order of executions of read and write operations. These conflicting operations are important as their order of executions affects the final database state. When sites from different partitions merge, R-W and W-W conflicts among the copies of the database files are to be detected and resolved. This will re-establish the consistency among the copies of the database files at all the sites within the new partition.
Parker et al. [16] have proposed the detection of only W-W conflicts for a single file using version vectors. However, resolving inconsistency is not straightforward and is essentially left to the user. This scheme has also been extended to the transactions that access more than one file [17] . However, it does not detect all inconsistencies and in THE COMPUTER JOURNAL, Vol. 41, No. 6, 1998 MUTUAL CONFLICTS IN DISTRIBUTED DATABASES 377 fact detects some false inconsistencies [18] . Moreover, it cannot detect read and write conflicts. The scheme given in [16] cannot be extended directly to deal with read and write conflicts as timestamps alone are not sufficient. This we see in the following.
One might think that with a simple timestamp scheme using synchronized clocks [19, 20] in each partition, it would be possible to detect W-W and R-W conflicts among the copies of a single file. However, this is not possible as the operations (read and write) execute independently in each partition. Therefore, the conflicts may or may not occur even if the reading or writing time of a file in one partition is less than the writing time of the same file in another partition. This is because these timestamps are independent of each other and belong to two different partitions. Hence, the detection of conflicts using a simple timestamp scheme is not possible. This has also been stated in [16] .
In an earlier attempt [16] , the following strategy has been mentioned (no algorithm was given) for the detection of only W-W conflicts using timestamps for a single file. Whenever a file is modified, one marks it with the two update times, namely the previous and the last. When two partitions merge, a check is made to find whether no update in the file has occurred or one copy of the file differs from the other by a single update. In such cases no conflict occurs, but in many complex situations the approach fails [16] . For example, suppose {wT 9 , wT 11 } and {wT 10 , wT 12 } are two write timestamp elements associated with the copies of the same file in the two partitions, say A and B, respectively. Each timestamp element represents the previous and the last write timestamps of the same file in the corresponding partition. When these two partitions merge, we compare the write timestamp elements of the partitions A and B to detect the possible conflicts. Observe that write timestamps wT 9 and wT 11 of partition A are less than wT 10 and wT 12 of partition B, respectively. However, this does not detect whether a conflict is there or not for the following reasons. If these write timestamps correspond to independent updates in two different partitions then there will be a W-W conflict. Consider another situation where one of the write timestamp elements actually belongs to one of the previous partitions when the sites belonging to the partitions A and B were together in one partition. Furthermore, suppose no further updates have taken place in the partition A. In this case, there will be no conflict. Therefore, the above scheme fails to detect whether conflict is there or not.
In [18] , a precedence graph technique for both R-W and W-W conflict detection is proposed for replicated data in distributed systems. Conflicts are detected from the cycles in the global transaction graph caused by the independent running transactions in different partitions. The committed transactions in each partition form the local transaction graph. At the time of reconnection, a global transaction graph is formed. The cycles from the global transaction graph are detected and resolved by a transaction back out strategy to make the database consistent. In the situations when millions of transactions access the single file each second, the algorithm has to keep track of all the committed transactions and their commit orders. Furthermore, it has to detect all the cycles among the committed transactions in the global transaction graph. Also, to bring back the file to a consistent state, conflicts have to be resolved. Hence, the algorithm has high cost associated with it. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to detect and resolve conflicts without keeping track of transactions or the semantics of operations executed under the transactions.
The timestamp-based approach given in this paper permits the operations to execute independently in various partitions and thus allows possible inconsistencies to occur at the cost of more availability. We think that timeliness of operations in a real-time distributed database system is more important than response time (final commit). That is, final commit of transactions can be delayed until all the partitions finally merge into one partition but operations should be allowed to occur. For example, for batch processing, submission of jobs (i.e. transactions) according to the schedule is more important than transactions' commit. Our algorithm detects R-W and W-W conflicts when any two partitions or sites from different partitions merge. As we have seen earlier, timestamps alone are not enough to detect conflicts. Therefore, in our approach we use read and write timestamps along with some additional information to detect and reconcile both R-W and W-W conflicts for a single file. Thus, in addition to timestamps, we also keep partition information in the form of a row vector, which is attached to each read and write timestamps. These row vectors are used in some fashion to detect conflicts while comparing read and write timestamps. Once inconsistencies have been detected, we provide some reconciliation steps to resolve the conflicts and to bring the file to some consistent state. Our technique for resolving conflicts does not take into account the semantics of the operations that manipulated the file and the semantics of the data being stored. Hence, our scheme does not provide transactionoriented database recovery. Our algorithm also handles multiple partitions. A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in [21] . Recently, a special case for detecting R-W conflicts in a mobile computing environment was presented [22] . However, writes are assumed to be blind; do not read data items before writing. Hence, only R-W conflicts are detected. It also assumes that all mobile severs are always connected via a fixed network and it detects conflicts only between a Mobile Host and a Mobile Service Station. It does not consider detection of conflicts in case of multiple partitions.
Assumptions of our algorithm:
• Each transaction reads the data object before write (no blind writes).
• Transactions commit only after all sites finally merge into one partition.
• The physical clocks are synchronized [20] at each site, i.e. the time drifts among the clocks are uniform (or negligible). Also, during partition merges, clocks proceed as usual. Our focus in this paper is towards finding a timestamp-based solution for detection of R-W conflicts, which itself is a non-trivial problem. We are not concerned here with solving the problem of how to synchronize clocks across the partitions. However, for implementation, we can use physical clocks at each site that are only allowed to drift marginally or make use of a global clock (for example, one can consider the distributed system within the same computer and make use of the global clock).
• The 'read-one and write-all' approach is used within a partition and thus no conflicts of any kind are allowed within a partition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We outline some definitions and discuss data structures and our model in Section 2. Section 3 gives the properties of our algorithm. In Section 4, we discuss the detection of W-W conflicts. In this section, we also discuss how to resolve the W-W conflicts and outline the pseudo-code algorithm. We discuss the detection of R-W conflicts in Section 5. In this section, we also discuss how to resolve R-W conflicts and outline the pseudo-code algorithm. In Section 6, we discuss the time and space complexity of our algorithms. In Section 7, we give a snapshot of our model. Section 8 concludes this paper.
DEFINITIONS, DATA STRUCTURES AND OUR MODEL
In this section, we formalize some definitions and data structures to be used in the model.
A network partition is said to occur when there are disjoint groups of sites such that no communication is possible between the groups. Each of the disjoint groups is called a partition that shares a common synchronized view of some set of files. DEFINITION 2. A first update time is the time when the first update takes place at a site in a partition. Whenever there is a formation of a new partition, the time of the first update in the new partition is stored. This defines the first update time in that partition. For the next update, its time is also stored but is updated for subsequent updates. This time of the second or subsequent update will become the last update time in that partition when a network partition occurs. For more details see Section 3.3. DEFINITION 3. A W timestamp vector for a file f is defined as a sequence of n write timestamp elements where n is the number of sites in the system. Each timestamp element can be at most two tuples, where the first value is the first update time and the second value is the last update time at that site. After a network partition, a new Wtimestamp vector is to be formed which corresponds to the updates in the new partition. When an update occurs, only the timestamp elements corresponding to the sites present in that partition are updated and the others remain the same.
For example, suppose s 1 and s 2 are two sites in the system. Let wT i and wT j be the initial and final update times at these sites respectively, for a file f , before a network partition.
The W-timestamp vector, when both the sites are in one partition, will be {wT i , wT j }, {wT i , wT j } . After a network partition, suppose sites s 1 and s 2 go to different partitions, say A and B, respectively. If the first update occurs at site s 2 in the partition B at time wT k then the new Wtimestamp vector of partition B (and hence of site s 2 ) will be {wT i , wT j }, wT k . That is, only the timestamp element of the site present in the partition is updated and the others remain the same. (1) T 0 and T 1 are the W-timestamp vectors associated with the copies of the same file in the two partitions. (2) Suppose {wT i , wT j } ∈ T 0 and {wT l , wT m } ∈ T 1 are the two timestamp elements corresponding to the same site in two different partitions. Also, wT i and wT l are the initial and wT j and wT m are the last update times in their respective partitions. Suppose the system has n sites, then we have the following:
the number of sites in the system.
Intuitively, if T 0 dominates T 1 , the copy of the file with vector T 0 has seen a superset of updates seen by the copy with vector T 1 .
DEFINITION 5. Two operations belonging to different transactions are said to be in conflict if they access the same data file simultaneously and one of the two operations is a write operation. In the case when both the operations are write, it is called a W-W conflict. If one of the two operations is a read then it is called a R-W conflict. 4 , wT 3 , wT 1 and wT 1 , {wT 2 , wT 3 }, wT 4 , wT 1 are in conflict, whereas wT 1 , wT 4 , {wT 2 , wT 3 }, wT 2 , wT 1 , wT 2 , wT 3 , wT 4 and wT 1 , wT 5 , {wT 6 , wT 7 }, wT 7 do not W-W conflict since the last one dominates the other two. Note that we consider two timestamps at a time since detection of a conflict is assumed to be a binary operation. DEFINITION 7. An update partition row vector (which we refer to simply as a row vector) for a copy of the file f is an ordered tuple of flag values 0, 1 or 1 * . Initially, the flag value is set to 1 for all the sites. Whenever an update occurs in a new partition, the flag values corresponding to the sites present in that partition remain as 1 and the others are changed to 0. Moreover, if a site was absent in the last partition but appears in a new partition, its flag value is changed to 1 * . This reflects the fact that this site is new in this partition and the file at this site has been made consistent with respect to the other sites present in its new partition. The next update in this partition will change 1 * to 1. These row vectors move with the sites from one partition to the other and are attached with W-timestamp vectors and read timestamps. DEFINITION 8. A partition graph PG( f ) for any file f is a directed graph where the source node is labelled with the names of all the sites in the network having a copy of the file f and all the other nodes are labelled with a subset of this set of names. The graph keeps track of the partition over time and initially all the sites are in one node, called the source node. Finally, all sites again merge to a single node, called the sink node. Each edge of the graph corresponds to the creation of a new partition. Each node can only be labelled with the names of the sites appearing in its ancestor nodes in the graph; conversely every site name on a node must appear on exactly one node of its descendants. EXAMPLE 2. Consider a partition graph PG( f ) with three sites A, B, C where each site has a copy of the file f as shown in Figure 1 . Initially, sites A, B, C are in the same partition and, after multiple partitions, sites isolate themselves into different partitions. In the last merge, all the three sites again join the same partition.
When to detect conflicts
Let N be a node in the partition graph PG( f ) for the file f . The R-W and W-W conflicts are to be detected at the node N if the node N has two distinct fathers N 1 and N 2 such that the following conditions hold.
( 
PROPERTIES OF OUR ALGORITHM
In this section, we list some of the properties of our algorithm.
• For the detection and resolving of W-W and R-W conflicts, the algorithm needs only the first and the last write timestamps in each new partition. For more details, see Section 3.2.
• The algorithm needs all the timestamps corresponding to the read operations performed at a site. Therefore, the algorithm stores one read timestamp per read operation at the respective sites. However, not all the read timestamps are used for the detection of R-W conflicts.
• The algorithm stores a list of write timestamp vectors at each site.
• Initially, the W-timestamp vector consists of the first and the last write timestamps corresponding to all the sites present in the system.
• If a write operation occurs after a network partition then the write timestamp entries at all the sites present in the new partition are updated. This is, we use a writeall approach within a partition. This gives a new Wtimestamp vector.
• The last updated value of the file in each partition is attached with the W-timestamp vector of the current partition.
• The timestamps (both read and write) are kept at each site until all sites merge into one partition. However, some of them will be discarded while resolving conflicts.
Some observations
• A site will have one W-timestamp vector corresponding to each partition the site has travelled provided that the value of the file is updated at that site in each of those partitions. That is, each partition corresponds to one new W-timestamp vector when there is an update in that partition.
• If there is no update in a new partition then this partition will not have any new W-timestamp vector. Thus, the value associated with the read operation will be the last updated value in the last partition.
Processing of row vectors
Our algorithm associates an update partition row vector with each W-timestamp vector and with each read timestamp. These row vectors give the additional information about the sites, present in the partition at the time of read and write operations. As explained before, the first update in a new partition changes the entries in the row vector to 1 for all the sites present in the partition and others to 0. The subsequent updates in the same partition will not affect the row vector entries. As stated before, in a new partition, if there is no new update, a read operation will return the value that will be the last updated value at that site in the previous partition. Therefore, the row vector attached with the read timestamp will be the row vector attached with the W-timestamp vector of the corresponding old partition. On the other hand, if there is an update in the new partition, a read operation will return the new value and the row vector associated with the read timestamp will be the row vector attached with the Wtimestamp vector of the new partition.
Forming a new partition
When a write operation wants to update the file, it first checks the row vector associated with the W-timestamp vector at its home site. It updates the copies of the file at all the sites in its partition (write-all approach) having entries as 1 and 1 * in the row vector. When the write operation is not able to update all those copies of the file in its partition, it forms a new partition. To accomplish this, the home site sends messages (broadcasts) to all the sites it can communicate to join the new partition. Once it receives the response from a number of sites, it decides about its new partition. It then updates the copies of the file as well as the row vectors at all the sites in its new partition. However, a read transaction will not be able to find out if there is a new partition as it reads the value only at its home site. Therefore, it may return an old value. However, it will be detected later as it will generate a R-W conflict with respect to updates in other partitions.
Storing first and last write timestamps
Initially, each site in the system is also associated with a flag bit 0. When a write operation performs the first update on the file (the file may have some initial value before), the flag bit is changed to 1 and the time of this write operation is stored. The 1 value of the flag bit means that the first update in the initial partition has occurred. From this point onwards the write time of the next write will be stored but this will be updated for subsequent writes. In general, whenever a write operation's home site forms a new partition, it will be the first operation that will update the file in the new partition. Therefore, its time will be stored as the first update time.
For the next write operation within the same partition, its write time will be stored but will be updated every time for subsequent writes within the partition. This will determine the first and the last update time in each new partition.
DETECTION OF WRITE-WRITE CONFLICT
When two sites from two partitions merge to form a new partition, the algorithm compares the last W-timestamp vectors of the two merging partitions. Note that the two Wtimestamp vectors are said to be in W-W conflict if neither dominates the other (see Definition 4). EXAMPLE 3. Consider a system consisting of four sites a, b, c, d. To detect W-W conflicts when two partitions merge, we compare the last W-timestamp vectors of these two partitions. Two cases can arise: either one of them dominates the other (see Definition 4) or they conflict. As shown in Example 3, W-timestamp vectors wT 1 , wT 4 , wT 3 , wT 1 and wT 1 , {wT 2 , wT 3 }, wT 4 , wT 1 are in W-W conflict whereas wT 1 , wT 4 , {wT 2 , wT 3 }, wT 2 , wT 1 , wT 2 , wT 3 , wT 4 and wT 1 , wT 5 , {wT 6 , wT 7 }, wT 7 do not conflict. For a more detailed example, see Section 7.
Resolving W-W conflict
Once a W-W conflict between the last W-timestamp vectors of the file f at the two merging sites, say s 1 and s 2 , has been detected, the next task is to resolve this conflict. Since we assume that each write operation reads the data file before updating and the semantics of transactions are not available, we cannot merge histories to resolve the conflicts. Thus, we have to bring the file into a consistent state as exists at some point of time before using timestamps.
In our algorithm (the formal algorithm is given in Figure 2 ), to resolve conflicts, the algorithm compares the last W-timestamp vector of the file f at site s 1 with the previous W-timestamp vectors of the same file stored at site s 2 . This is with the assumption that site s 1 has seen more updates than site s 2 . However, if the updates which occur at site s 2 are not to be discarded for any reason (e.g. critical updates), then the algorithm compares the last Wtimestamp vector of the file at the site s 2 with the previous W-timestamp vectors of the site s 1 . By comparing in this fashion, the algorithm can always find that at some point the last W-timestamp vector at site s 2 dominates one of the Wtimestamp vectors at site s 1 in the sense of Definition 4. In other words, at this point of time there is no conflict between the sites s 2 and s 1 . Therefore, the algorithm will discard all the W-timestamp vectors at sites s 1 which are in conflict with the last W-timestamp vector at site s 2 . It will also discard all the read timestamps stored at site s 1 after the last discarded W-timestamp vector. This is because those reads will be in conflict with the writes performed at site s 2 . It is desirable, therefore, to detect W-W conflicts (if any) before R-W conflicts. This will reduce the number of comparisons required to detect R-W conflicts later.
After the conflict has been detected and the site s 2 has joined the new partition, the last update time in the write timestamp element of site s 2 in the W-timestamp vector will be set to the maximum of the timestamp element of any site in the new partition. It is marked with * . Also, the last write timestamp of site s 2 in the old partition will become the first update time in the new timestamp element. For example, if {wT m , wT n } is the timestamp element of any site in the new partition and the last write timestamp of the site s 2 is wT i , then the write timestamp element of the new joining site s 2 in the new partition is kept as {wT i , wT * n }. We see later that the write timestamp wT i is used for the detection of R-W conflicts. The timestamp entry wT * n denotes that the site s 2 has joined the new partition but since then no new Assumptions.
(1) We assume total m W-timestamp vectors at the site s 2 .
Therefore, there will be at most m − 1 W-timestamp vectors we need to compare (one comparison has been made while detecting W-W conflict). (2) We assume that site s 1 dominates site s 2 .
Input.
( updates have taken place at site s 2 in the new partition. It also informs us that the value of the file at site s 2 is made consistent with the help of the value of a copy of the file at the site s 1 as exists at time wT n . The entry in the row vector corresponding to the site s 2 is also changed to 1 * . The entry marked with 1 * informs us that this site is new in this partition. As explained before, the next update at site s 2 in the new partition will change 1 * to 1. For examples, see Level 3 and Level 5 in Section 7.
DETECTION OF READ-WRITE CONFLICT
Our algorithm (see Figure 3 ) detects R-W conflicts after the detection of W-W conflicts. Suppose the last W-timestamp vector at site s 1 dominates the (m − k)th (see the algorithm in Figure 2 ) last undiscarded W-timestamp vector at site s 2 . In this case, the R-W conflicts are detected between the read timestamps stored at site s 2 and the write timestamp elements from the W-timestamp vectors stored at site s 1 .
Note that while detecting W-W conflicts, we have discarded all the reads stored after the last discarded W-timestamp vectors. Therefore, the reads which we should compare are those which took place before the last discarded Wtimestamp vector. First, the algorithm compares the last read Assumptions. We assume that site s 1 dominates site s 2 .
Input.
(1) Last W-timestamp vector of the dominating site s 1 , say LWTV. Assume there are x W-timestamp vectors, i.e. LWTV is the xth W-timestamp vector. (2) All the read timestamps stored after the last undiscarded W-timestamp vector at site s 2 .
Output. A smaller set of read timestamps for the site s 2 .
Method.
( timestamp available before the last discarded W-timestamp vector at site s 2 with the write timestamp element of the file from the last W-timestamp vector at site s 1 . Suppose this read timestamp of the file at site s 2 is less than the corresponding write timestamp element of the file at site s 1 . In this case, the algorithm keeps comparing this read timestamp with the write timestamp elements from the previous W-timestamp vectors at site s 1 until one of the conditions given below is satisfied. Note that for the purpose of comparison, a read timestamp is always compared with the write timestamp associated with W T * n and, in the row vector, the corresponding 1 * entry is treated as 0 since W T * n is not a real update. Similarly, other reads are compared. For a complete working example, see Section 7.
Conditions for the detection of R-W conflicts
and the row vectors attached with read and write timestamp elements differ then R-W conflict, else no R-W conflict. independent of the last write of the same file in some other partition. If the row vectors are the same then there will be no conflict since identical row vectors imply that the read is consistent with the last write at the other partition. In other words, the same row vectors imply that both the sites have seen consistent updates. Therefore, read will return the correct value.
Condition 2. If
[r T k ] s 2 = Max{wT m , wT n } s 1 or [r T k ] s 2 = Min{wT m , wT n } s 1 then R-W conflict.
Resolving R-W conflict
Suppose an R-W conflict is detected between the two merging sites. In this case, the algorithm simply discards the read timestamp in conflict with the write timestamp element from the W-timestamp vector at the other site. Similarly, the other read timestamps are also compared and are discarded if they are in conflict with the write timestamp elements stored at another site.
Note that some R-W conflicts are detected and resolved automatically during the resolution of W-W conflicts.
Suppose a read timestamp at site s 2 is found not to be in conflict with the write timestamp element at site s 1 . In this case, the remaining read timestamps at site s 2 will not be in R-W conflicts with the write timestamps at site s 1 . Therefore, there is no need to compare the earlier read timestamps at site s 2 with the write timestamp elements at site s 1 .
Suppose the last W-timestamp vector at s 1 dominates the last undiscarded W-timestamp vector at site s 2 . In this case, there will not be any R-W conflicts among all the reads performed at site s 1 and all the updates performed at site s 2 before the last undiscarded W-timestamp vector.
TIME AND SPACE COMPLEXITY
In this section, we discuss the time and space complexity of our algorithms.
Time complexity of the W-W conflict detection algorithm
To detect a W-W conflict, the algorithm compares the two write timestamp vectors as explained before. The complexity of this comparison depends on the number of write timestamp elements to be compared which in turn depends on the number of sites in the system. That is, the number of the corresponding timestamp elements to be compared at the two merging sites will be the same as the number of sites in the system. Therefore, the complexity for this part of the algorithm will be O(n), where n is the number of sites in the system. The complexity of the resolution part of the algorithm will be O(n(m − 1)) (in the worst case), where m is the total number of write timestamp vectors with which a write timestamp vector of the dominating site may need to be compared and n is the number of sites in the system. Since we have made one comparison for detecting the conflict, for the resolving part we need to compare write timestamps from m − 1 W-timestamp vectors. Thus, the total complexity of the algorithm is O(n + n(m − 1)), which is O(nm).
Space complexity for storing write timestamps and row vectors
In order to store write timestamps, we need extra storage at each site. The number of write timestamps stored depends on the number of sites and number of writes, etc. We assume n sites in a system and assume that each write timestamp needs 4 bytes of storage (assuming h/mins/s/ms) including an identifier to identify that it is a write timestamp. Thus, since each W-timestamp vector has n timestamp elements, each with at the most two tuples, we need 4 × 2 × n bytes of memory per W-timestamp vector. If we assume that each site goes to m partitions and receives updates there, before merging to one partition, we need 8mn (m × 4 × 2 × n) bytes of memory to store all the m W-timestamp vectors at each site. However, some of these W-timestamp vectors may be discarded while resolving conflicts. Each timestamp vector is attached with a row vector. We assume n sites and m W-timestamp vectors at each site. Each row vector needs n bits (0 or 1 for each site) and, in addition, each site can have m such rows. Thus, the total space for storing row vectors is nm/8 bytes. Therefore, total space complexity is mn(8 + 1/8) = 65mn/8 bytes to store m W-timestamp vector attached with m row-vectors at each site.
Time complexity of the R-W conflict detection algorithm
For the detection of read-write conflicts, we compare each read timestamp at site s 2 with the write timestamp element at site s 1 . That is, in the worst case, we might have to compare each read timestamp with at the most l different timestamp elements. We also need some constant number q comparisons for the conditions given in Section 5.1 for comparing a read timestamp with a write timestamp. The conditions also include a constant number of comparisons to compare the two row vectors. The row vector elements of the corresponding sites to be compared depend on n, where n is the number of sites. Therefore, we assume that the number of comparisons needed in the conditions given above is equal to some constant C = n + q. Therefore, in the worst case, we have to compare p read timestamps stored at site s 2 before the last discarded W-timestamp vector. Hence, the complexity of the algorithm will be O( pl) + C. However, practically, the complexity of the algorithm will be much less than its worst case complexity due to the following reasons. If a read timestamp is not in R-W conflict, earlier reads will not be in conflict. Therefore, we need not compare the rest of the read timestamps with the write timestamp elements. Furthermore, if we keep track of the last compared write timestamp element, the next read timestamp can be compared with this write timestamp element and then with its next preceding write timestamp element and so on, thus reducing the number of comparisons.
Space complexity for storing read timestamps and row vectors
The number of read timestamps stored depends on the number of reads performed at the site. We assume n sites in a system and assume that each read timestamp needs 4 bytes of storage (assuming h/min/s/ms) including an identifier to identify that it is a read timestamp. If we assume that, in each partition, k different reads occur and a site goes through m different partitions before finally merging into one partition, we can have at the most km reads which needs 4km bytes of memory. However, some of the reads may be discarded while resolving R-W conflicts during earlier mergers. Since each read timestamp is also attached with a row vector which needs some additional bytes. Each row vector needs n/8 bytes of memory to represent n sites in the row vector with either 0 or 1 bit. For k reads, we need n/8 bytes only as we attach only one row-vector for all the reads in one partition. Thus, the total memory requirement to store read timestamps attached with a row vector is equal to (4km + mn/8) bytes.
SNAPSHOT OF OUR MODEL
In this section, we give a detailed example to illustrate our model for detection of conflicts. Each node in Figure 1 corresponds to a partition for a file f during which the sites maintain an independent consistent view of file f in their own partition. A conflict is detected when two partitions merge into one partition.
We have given in Figure 4 the six different levels through which the sites A, B, C travel and finally merge into one partition as shown in Figure 1 . The W-timestamp vectors, and read timestamps, and their associated row vectors are given for each partition.
Notation.
(1) A row-vector attached with a W-timestamp vector gives the information about the sites present when the updates start occurring in that partition. (2) A W-timestamp vector corresponds to a partition whereas a read timestamp corresponds to a site.
(3) The row vector 111 B attached with a read timestamp implies that reading is at site B, and the value read corresponds to the last update when all the three sites A, B, C were in the same partition. A similar notation has been used for other row vectors of this type. (4) The read timestamp r T 4 , r T 8 110 B implies that the first read at site B is at time r T 4 and the second read is at time r T 8 . 110 B denotes that reads are, with respect to the writes, performed at site B in the partition {AB}.
A similar notation has also been used elsewhere.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an efficient and useful technique for detecting and resolving R-W and W-W conflicts in distributed database systems based on the timestamp approach using some additional information. According to our knowledge, this is the first paper that reports the detection of read and write conflicts based on timestamps. In our model, an inconsistency has been assumed due to multiple users modifying different copies of the same file without mutually excluding one another. This situation will occur, for example, when network failures isolate these users in different partitions. Our scheme uses only some read and write timestamps and some partition information to detect and resolve conflicts. We have also discussed the time and space complexity of our algorithm. We intend to carry out the simulation study of our algorithm with respect to the time and space requirements for storing the read and write timestamps as well as row vectors. We are currently in the process of implementing our algorithm. We will extend this scheme for more than one file in our future work.
